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The third-rank tensor of the static spin Hall conductivity is investigated for two-dimensional (2D)
topological insulators by electronic structure calculations. Its seeming quantization is numerically
demonstrated for highly symmetric systems independent of the gap size. 2D crystals with hexag-
onal and square Bravais lattice show similar effects, while true rectangular translational symmetry
yields conductivity values much below the quantum e2/h. Field-induced lifting the inversion sym-
metry does not influence the quantum spin Hall state up to band inversion but the conductivity
quantization. Weak symmetry-conserving biaxial but also uniaxial strain has a minor influence as
long as inverted gaps dictate the topological character. The results are discussed in terms of the
atomic geometry and the Rashba contribution to the spin-orbit interaction (SOI). Translational
and point-group symmetry as well as SOI rule the deviation from the quantization of the spin Hall
conductance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional (2D) quantum spin Hall (QSH) or
topological insulators represent a class of quantum ma-
terials with an insulating bulk but spin-polarized gap-
less edge states, which show linearly crossing bands and
are protected by time-reversal symmetry (TRS)1–3. The
edge states are believed to be responsible for a quantized
conductance in HgTe/HgCdTe4 and InAs/GaSb5 quan-
tum wells at ultralow temperatures. The quantum state
of a 2D topological insulator without edges in question
has been, however, not directly proven experimentally.
There are only theoretical predictions of the quantiza-
tion of the spin Hall (SH) conductivity6 in graphene7 and
related materials with hexagonal basal plane8. Usually
the classification of 2D crystals as QSH or topological
insulators (TIs)9–15 is based on the computation of the
topological invariant Z2 = 1 and/or the justification of
helical gapless edge states with opposite spin16.
Several graphene-like staggered group-IV materials
such as silicene9, germanene9, stanene10, and plumbene17
with a fundamental gap opened by spin-orbit interac-
tion (SOI)18 but also their chemically functionalized
counterparts10,11 crystallize with a hexagonal Bravais lat-
tice. Even, despite perturbations due to the interac-
tion with a hexagonal substrate, their QSH phase may
survive19,20. In contrast to transition metal dichalco-
genides (TMDCs) with hexagonal lattice15 also TMDCs
with square13 or rectangular12,15,21 Bravais lattice have
been predicted to be QSH insulators up to room temper-
ature.
The characterization of the QSH phase by a quantized
SH conductivity is not obvious. Since spin currents do
not couple directly to experimental probe, it is difficult to
measure them. Nevertheless, SH effects have been inves-
tigated experimentally22. The SH conductivity has been
measured for several three-dimensional (3D) crystals, in
particular metals23,24. Theoretical studies in terms of
model Hamiltonians, e.g. generalized Haldane model25
to include TRS-invariant SOI26, indicate that symme-
try plays an important role. If mirror symmetry is bro-
ken, either by an electric field or by interaction with
a substrate, the Rashba contribution to SOI influences
the quantization7. Considering the spin accumulation for
spin in normal direction, Kane and Mele26 concluded that
the QSH phase is not generally characterized by a quan-
tized SH conductivity, only for some mirror-symmetric
2D crystals.
For TIs crystallizing in honeycomb lattices, by means
of first-principles electronic-structure calculations in-
cluding SOI and non-collinear spins8, it was recently
demonstrated that the static SH conductivity is seem-
ingly quantized in units of e2/h, the conductance quan-
tum, while it vanishes for trivial 2D insulators. There-
fore, in this work we study the influence of point-group
and translational symmetry on the static SH conductiv-
ity. In detail the consequences of the interplay between
crystallography and electronic topology is investigated.
2D TIs with hexagonal, square or rectangular Bravais
lattices are used as examples. The inversion symmetry is
broken by a vertical electric field. The character of the
SH conductivity as a third-rank tensor and, hence, the
spin orientation is taken into account. Possible electronic
phase transitions are modeled by varying the Fermi en-
ergy or applying a biaxial or uniaxial strain. Germanene
and stanene together with their derivatives functional-
ized by fluorine or iodine represent the hexagonal crys-
tals. 2D crystals with square and rectangular lattices are
simulated by 1S and 1T’ polymorphs of TMDCs, MoS2
and WS2. Model Hamiltonian studies are used to discuss
the SOI influence on the static spin Hall conductivity.
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2II. THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL
METHODS
We employ total-energy and electronic-structure cal-
culations based on the density functional theory (DFT)
as implemented in the Vienna ab-initio simulation pack-
age (VASP)27. Exchange and correlation are described
within the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional28. Wave
functions and pseudopotentials are generated within the
projector-augmented wave method29. Besides scalar-
relativistic effects, also the SOI and non-collinear spins
are taken into account. The 2D crystals are simulated
within the supercell approach with sufficiently thick vac-
uum layers to avoid artificial interactions between the
periodic images.
The topological character of the electronic struc-
ture of the 2D crystals and the presence of the QSH
phase are determined by calculating the Z2 topological
invariant16,26,30,31. For inversion-symmetric systems it
is derived from the parity of the occupied Bloch states
at the time-reversal invariant momentum (TRIM) points
of the Brillouin zone (BZ)16. The computation for sys-
tems without inversion symmetry is performed using the
method of Yu et al.32 as implemented in the VASP code8.
The third-rank tensor of the intrinsic spin Hall conduc-
tivity σijk(ω) is calculated within the Kubo formalism
33.
We focus on the static limit ω → 0, σijk(ω → 0) = σijk,
σijk =
e2~
A
∑
k
∑
ν
f(εν(k))Ω
i
jk(ν,k) (1)
with the spin Berry curvature tensor of the occupied
Bloch-Pauli state |ν,k〉 with energy εν(k) and occupa-
tion number f(εν(k))
33–35,
Ωijk(ν,k) = −2Im
∑
ν′
′ 〈νk| 1i vij |ν′k〉〈ν′k|vk|νk〉
[εν(k)− εν′(k)]2
, (2)
where the velocity operator related to the spin current
1
i v
i
j =
1
2m (1− δij)(−1)P [pk, σˆi]+ (pk - component of mo-
mentum operator, σˆi - component of Pauli matrix vector)
and that related to the charge current vk =
1
mpk have
been introduced. The Cartesian coordinates {i, j, k} =
{x, y, z} and their actual permutation P are applied.
Since in systems with SOI spin is not a conserved quan-
tity, the spin Berry curvature (2) is not directly related
to its ordinary counterpart. The third-rank tensor (1)
is due to a spin current along the j-th direction with a
Cartesian spin component i, which is generated by an
electric field in k-th direction. For the 2D systems we
assume the spin current and the electric field direction in
the xy-plane of the atomic sheet with j = x and k = y.
For hexagonal and square 2D crystals, the artificial 3D
superlattice crystals are hexagonal/trigonal and tetrago-
nal, respectively. In these cases, non-zero elements only
occur for three different Cartesian components i, j, k36.
With mirror symmetry it holds σzxy = −σzyx = −σ−zxy .
In the case of rectangular 2D crystals resulting in or-
thorhombic/monoclinic superlattices, besides σzxy the el-
ements σxxy and σ
y
xy of the third-rank tensor may occur.
However, because of (2) σxxy = 0 holds. The second in-
plane spin component σyxy should be also negligibly small.
The convergence of σzxy depends on the size of the fun-
damental energy gap and the density of the k-point sam-
pling of the BZ. We apply self-adapting BZ integration
schemes37. Other approaches to compute intrinsic spin
Hall conductivities use an interpolation scheme based on
maximally localized Wannier functions38.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Hexagonal Topological Insulators
We first investigate the static transverse SH conduc-
tivity σzxy (1) versus the position of the Fermi level
for hexagonal crystals germanene, stanene, fluorostanene
(SnF), and iodinated germanene (GeI) in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1. Spin Hall conductivity versus Fermi level for (a) ger-
manene, (b) fluorostanene, (c) stanene, and (d) GeI. The blue
dotted line illustrates the quantum e2/h. The hatched gray
region indicates the band gap. Zero Fermi level is chosen in
midgap position.
While the non-halogenated systems represent alter-
nately buckled graphene-like sheets, halogen atoms are
bonded to the group-IV basal plane in an alternating
manner. Their symmetry and band gaps are indicated
in Table I. The 3D superlattice arrangements with the
space group D33d (P 3¯m1) and the point group D3d (3¯m)
include inversion symmetry. Together with the inverted
band structures the Fu-Kane parity method16 yields TIs
3with an invariant Z2 = 1, despite the significant vari-
ation of the fundamental gap Eg at K or Γ in the BZ
between Eg = 24 to 311 meV, in agreement with other
studies8,10,11.
TABLE I. Symmetry, band gap, and static spin Hall conduc-
tivity σzxy of TIs crystallizing in 2D hexagonal, square and
rectangular Bravais lattices. The point group characterizes
the 3D superlattice arrangement. The Fermi energy is in a
midgap position.
2D Point Band gap σzxy
system group (meV) (10−5Ω−1)
germanene D3d 24.0 3.83
stanene D3d 73.4 3.84
fluorostanene D3d 287.7 3.99
GeI D3d 310.6 3.93
1S-MoS2 D4h 22.6 3.36
1S-WS2 D4h 99.6 3.47
1T’-MoS2 C2h 44.4 -0.07
1T’-WS2 C2h ≈ 0 0.17
Figure 1 underlines the topological character of pure
and halogenated group-IV crystals as QSH insulators by
the almost quantization e2/h of the SH conductivity σzxy.
When the Fermi energy εF lies in the gap, the static con-
ductivity is seemingly a quantized quantity with a value
close to σzxy = e
2/h = 3.874× 10−5Ω−1, i.e., the recipro-
cal von Klitzing constant. The minor deviations of the
computed σzxy are visible in Table I. The computed val-
ues for germanene and stanene are smaller by less than
1 % compared to e2/h. The halogenated TIs GeI and
SnF give rise to values slightly increased by 2 or 3 %.
This finding is maybe a consequence of the influence of
the electron transfer from the basal plane to the F or
I atoms on the SOI, in particular the Rashba interac-
tion. For metallic systems with εF in the conduction
or valence bands, not only the insulating character but
also the band topology is changed. The quantization of
the SH conductivity is destroyed8. The midgap results of
Fig. 1 and Table I, however, suggest the near conductiv-
ity quantization in hexagonal crystals, despite violation
of general spin conservation by SOI and the absence of in-
plane mirror symmetry, in contrast to model graphene7.
B. Symmetry Reduction
2D systems can be classified in four crystal systems,
oblique, rectangular, square and hexagonal, five Bravais
classes, and 17 space groups, i.e., 17 crystal classes, which
contain 10 different planar point groups39. Only 12 of the
space groups may describe a topological system1,40,41.
Here, we study lower symmetries than the hexagonal
graphene, which belongs to space group D6h (P6/mmm),
but include inversion.
Besides the first four hexagonal 2D TIs, Table I also
shows results for 2D systems with square or rectangu-
lar Bravais lattice. Hexagonal crystals are represented in
larger non-primitive unit cells with a rectangular lattice
for test calculations. Despite different numerical proce-
dures, e.g. k-point samplings, the fundamental gaps and
the SH conductivities are conserved within the rectangu-
lar treatment. This fact characterizes the quality of the
self-adapting k-point meshes.
2D TIs with a square Bravais lattice are rare. How-
ever, a new family of such topological systems has been
predicted in monolayer TMDCs called 1S-MoS2 and 1S-
WS2
13,42,43. They are three-layer stacks, wherein the
transition metal atoms are sandwiched between sulphur
atoms. The four Mo or W and the eight S atoms per
unit cell form the atomic basis of a square crystal with
D4h point group (or D2h symmetry
43). The tetragonal
superlattice keeps this symmetry including the inversion.
The Z2 invariants again provide direct evidence for the
topological character. The two TIs have relatively size-
able band gaps with conduction band minima slightly
out of the Γ point with Eg = 23 meV (MoS2) or 99 meV
(WS2), which approach or exceed the thermal energy at
room temperature.
The σzxy values in Table I and Figs. 2a and b remain
somewhat below the value e2/h of the reciprocal von Kl-
itzing constant. The small deviations of σzxy from the
quantized value are a surprise because the normal spin
component in z direction is the only one, which should
yield a nonzero conductivity for fixed planar Cartesian
coordinates x and y due to the Hall geometry36. In a
tetragonal system, the superlattice arrangement of the
2D square crystals, the components σxxy and σ
y
xy of the
third-rank tensor should vanish. Our findings σzxy . e2/h
in Figs. 2a and b and Table I, i.e., no quantization,
indicate that the quantized spin Hall conductivity is
more sensitive to the interplay between crystallography
and electronic topology16 than the topological invariant
Z2 = 1 computed from the parities at TRIM points Γ, J ,
J ’, and K39 of the square BZ. In contrast to the Haldane
model with up and down spins25 and a quantized SH
conductivity7, for the 1S-MoS2 and 1S-WS2 square lat-
tices the normal component of the spin is not conserved
and the SH conductance σzxy is not quantized
26. How-
ever, the in-plane rotational symmetry is smaller com-
pared to the effective in-plane symmetry in hexagonal
TIs.
The polymorphism of monolayer TMDCs12 allows to
study also rectangular 2D crystals. Indeed, the 1T’
phases of the monolayer MX2 with M=Mo, W and X=S,
Se, Te are theoretically predicted to be a promising new
class of QSH insulators with large band gap. The three
atomic planes X-M-X with rhombohedral stacking are
unstable and undergo a spontaneous lattice distortion
resulting in a period doubling in x direction and zig-
zag chains along the y direction. The rectangular unit
cells contain two M and four X atoms. We investigate
1T’-MoS2 and 1T’-WS2 as prototypical examples in Ta-
ble I and Figs. 2c and d. The atomic relaxation does not
destroy inversion symmetry but leads to the C2h point
group of the 3D arrangements. 1T’-MoS2 has a funda-
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FIG. 2. Spin Hall conductivity versus Fermi level for (a) 1S-
MoS2, (b) 1S-WS2, (c) 1T’-MoS2 and (d) 1T’-WS2. The blue
dotted line illustrates the quantum e2/h. The hatched gray
region indicates the band gap. Zero Fermi level is chosen in
midgap position. In the 1T’ case the negative σzxy is plotted.
mental direct gap of 44 meV near to Γ point at the Γ-Y
line, while 1T’-WS2 has an almost vanishing fundamen-
tal indirect gap between Γ and a conduction band min-
imum position somewhat away from the high-symmetry
Γ-Y line. The direct gaps at Γ are 539 and 192 meV,
respectively, close to results of other DFT calculations12.
The two gaps characterize conduction and valence bands
around Γ, with a camelback shape due to the pd band in-
version. Consequently, we confirm Z2 = 1 and, therefore,
the TI/QSH phase character. There are other rectangu-
lar 2D crystals, the group-IV monochalcogenides. They
are trivial insulators with a large but predicted to exhibit
a giant spin Hall effect44.
Figures 2c and d and the small static SH conductiv-
ity values in Table I indicate drastic changes with re-
spect to all other 2D crystals discussed above. Still, the
value of σzxy of 1T’-MoS2 is constant for Fermi energy
within the fundamental gap. However, the absolute val-
ues of σzxy = −0.018 (MoS2) and 0.044 e2/h (WS2) for
both 1T’-TMDCs are much smaller than the conductance
quantum e2/h. The sign can be changed by rotating the
Cartesian coordinate system appropriately. Due to the
rectangular symmetry of these 2D systems, the direc-
tions x and y are not equivalent and the exchange of
the electric field and spin current directions yields dif-
ferent values σzyx = 0.13 (MoS2) and 0.41 e
2/h (WS2).
Neither the C2h point group contains mirror operations,
in particular in-plane mirror symmetry in contrast to the
hexagonal and square crystals, nor a classification of spin
in up and down is possible.
For rectangular TIs our results drastically illustrate
that a QSH phase of a 2D TI is not generally charac-
terized by a quantized SH conductivity σzxy = ±e2/h.
This is only guaranteed, where the SOI operator com-
mutes with the z-component Sz of the electron spin. In
this case time reversal flips both spin Sz and σ
z
xy. If
the electric field is applied in y-direction, the up and
down spins give rise to Hall currents in opposite x-
directions. There is a net quantized SH conductivity
σsHxy = σ
z
xy − σ−zxy = 2e2/h1,26,45. However, the spin
conservation as well as the quantization of σzxy are vi-
olated by the Rashba-like SOI, which explicitly destroys
the z → −z mirror symmetry, or contributions to the
Hamiltonian, which couple pi and σ orbitals in the 2D
system7. In complete electronic structure calculations,
spin conservation [HSOI , Sz] = 0 does generally not oc-
cur. Considering that the electron momentum p is con-
fined in the xy-plane, with the Rashba SOI Hamiltonian
HSOI the commutator yields ∼ Ez(pySx − pxSy) for the
commutator with the local electric field component Ez.
Its expectation values vanish not only for the trivial sit-
uation of zero in-plane spin but also for high in-plane
symmetry. The 2D projections of the studied hexago-
nal crystals effectively show sixfold rotational symmetry,
which results in in-plane “isotropy” with Sz conservation.
In the rectangular cases with twofold rotations but no
horizontal mirror operation in C2h the directions x and y
are inequivalent, so that Sz is not conserved and σ
z
xy is far
from the quantized value. The understanding of the near
quantization in the D4h cases is somewhat more subtle,
since x and y are symmetry-equivalent. Nevertheless, in
real square 2D TIs σzxy deviates from the quantum e
2/h
by about 10%. Despite non-quantized spin Hall conduc-
tance σzxy a non-zero spin accumulation persists for the
QSH phase, justifying the term quantum (but not quan-
tized) SH effect, as indicated by Z2 = 1
7.
C. Influence of External Perturbations
Electronic phase transitions and changes of the band
topology induced by external perturbations46,47 will also
influence the static SH conductivity σzxy, even for hexag-
onal 2D crystals. In Fig. 3 we display the variation of
the static spin Hall conductivity σzxy, the Z2 invariant,
and the band gap Eg as function of an external vertical
electric field Fz applied to germanene and of compressive
biaxial strain on fluorostanene. Such a field breaks the
mirror symmetry and modifies the SOI48.
The electrically tunable gap in the 2D TI germanene in
Fig. 3e is well known for this material but also for other
group-IV honeycomb crystals9,46,49–51 and even 2D topo-
logical crystalline insulators52. Extending the graph to
negative field strengths Fz, the band gap Eg shows a
W shape as a function of the external field with a gap
closing at a critical field strength Fcrit = 3.3×106 V/cm
(Fig. 3c). This behavior can be explained by the elec-
tric field modification of the Rashba-like SOI46. The SOI
modification leads to the lift of the band gap inversion
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FIG. 3. Static spin Hall conductivity, Z2 invariant and band
gap in function of the applied electric field for germanene and
as function of the compressive biaxial strain for fluorostanene.
The blue dotted horizontal line illustrates the quantization
value e2/h.
and, consequently, tends toward a trivial band insulator.
The topological invariant Z2 takes the values Z2 = 1
or 0, indicating a topological phase transition along the
electric field strength. The manifestation of the topo-
logical phase transition with the field in the static SH
conductivity σzxy is described in Fig. 3a. Away from the
critical field strength Fcrit the expected behavior for van-
ishing and large field strengths Fz is visible. For zero
field, i.e., for inversion-symmetric unbiased germanene,
one observes the e2/h quantization. In the opposite limit
of strong external fields, i.e., a trivial system without in-
version symmetry and a non-inverted gap Eg > 20 meV
at the corner points K and K’ of the 2D hexagonal BZ,
the static conductivity σzxy approaches the zero value.
Most surprising is the monotonous decrease from
σzxy = e
2/h to σzxy = 0 with rising field strength, which
is in contrast to the abrupt behavior of Z2. The continu-
ous transition is not directly related to the gap behavior
and, hence, the Kane-Mele SOI46,49–51. While the quan-
tization does not depend on the SOI strength, rather
on the symmetry, σzxy is modified with the strength of
the perturbation in general. When Fz is applied to a
buckled geometry with two sublattices, in which the two
atoms within a hexagonal unit cell are not coplanar, the
inversion-symmetry break causes a non-vanishing stag-
gered sublattice potential. The accompanying inversion-
symmetry break fromD3d to C3v explains the strict viola-
tion of the quantization with variation of σzxy versus the
strength of the perturbing electric field. Consequently,
the inversion symmetry is a key element for near quanti-
zation of σzxy even in hexagonal 2D TIs.
Biaxial strain is present if growing 2D crystals on a
given substrate20,53. It influences the electronic and op-
tical properties of clean and functionalized group-IV ma-
terials such as stanene and fluorostanene54,55. The influ-
ence of compressive biaxial strain on fluorostanene is in-
vestigated in Figs. 3b, d and f. With rising biaxial strain
the fundamental inverted gap at Γ of about 0.3 eV is
closed to zero down to a reduction of the lattice constant
of 7 %. The gap variation is accompanied by a topologi-
cal phase transition as indicated by the abrupt change of
both quantities, Z2 and σ
z
xy, in Figs. 3b and d, despite
keeping the D3d symmetry. Further increase of the com-
pressive strain leads to further band crossings. For strain
of about 12 % again a gap closing together with an ex-
change of bands with opposite parities happens. Conse-
quently a high-strain-induced topological phase appears
as displayed by Z2 but qualitatively also indicated by σ
z
xy
with a near recovering of the quantized value. We also
investigated non-symmetry conserving compressive and
tensile uniaxial strains in the basal plane of the pure and
halogenated group-IV materials germanene, stanene, GeI
and SnF in Fig. 4. Applying uniaxial strain of ± 2% we
do not found significant variations of σzxy and the band
gap. Such a weak symmetry lowering has only a minor
influence. Only for strains of about ± 4% or bigger sig-
nificant gap reductions and modifications of the spin Hall
conductivity occur.
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FIG. 4. Variation of static spin Hall conductivity (a) and band
gap (b) as a function of applied uniaxial strain for germanene,
stanene, GeI and SnF hexagonal crystals. The cyan dotted
horizontal line illustrates the quantization value e2/h.
6D. Model Topological Insulator
For a better understanding of the influence of sym-
metry, external perturbations and spin-orbit coupling
we also investigate the static spin Hall conductivity for
model systems. As example, we study low-buckled hon-
eycomb crystals under the influence of vertical elec-
tric fields and/or in-plane uniaxial strain. They could
be derived from group-IV materials silicene, germanene
and stanene. Their electronic properties are ruled by
nearly linear bands around the corner points K and K ′
of the hexagonal BZ, the Dirac touching points. SOI
opens a small gap so that for extremely small devia-
tions κ in k-space from K or K ′ massive Dirac fermions
appear18. In a tight-binding (TB) approximation the
four relevant bands near K can be simulated by a 4× 4
Hamiltonian56,57
Hˆ(κ) =
(
hˆ(κ) ~(vFxκx + ivFyκy)σˆ0
~(vFxκx − ivFyκy)σˆ0 −hˆ(κ)
)
(3)
with the 2× 2 diagonal blocks
hˆ(κ) = −λSOσˆz − aλR(κyσˆx − κxσˆy) + Uσˆ0 (4)
where the unit matrix σˆ0 and the Pauli matrices σˆα, (α =
x, y, z) appear. The difference of the Fermi velocities vFx
and vFy characterizes a small anisotropy induced by an
external perturbation. SOI is characterized by two con-
stants λSO and λR. While 2λSO determines the fun-
damental gap, λR rules the Rashba splitting. The gate
voltage U models a vertical electric field.
Details of the electronic-structure model and the cal-
culation of the static spin Hall conductivity can be found
in the Appendix. In the low-temperature limit it results
(λR > 0)
σzxy =
e2
h
vFxvFy√
v2Fx + a
2λ2R/~2
√
v2Fy + a
2λ2R/~2
{
Θ(||U | − λSO| − |µ|) + 1
2
[
1− |U | − λSO|µ|
]
Θ(|U |+ λSO − |µ|)Θ(|µ| − ||U | − λSO|)+
λSO
|µ| Θ(|µ| − |U | − λSO)
}
(5)
from (A.8). Thereby, the chemical potential µ is mea-
sured with respect to the midgap position and can vary
from positions in the conduction bands up to those in the
valence bands.
Expression (5) illustrates the central role of SOI for the
quantization of the spin Hall conductance and its explicit
size. This especially holds for the Rashba contribution
to the SOI. In the limit λR → 0, even the anisotropy of
the Dirac cones does not play any role.
Without external pertubations in (5), i.e., vFx = vFy =
vF and U = 0, one has
σzxy =
e2
h
1
1 + (aλR)2/(~vF )2
[
Θ(λSO − |µ|) +
λSO
|µ| Θ(|µ| − λSO)
]
. (6)
One can conclude that for Fermi level in the gap, λSO >
|µ|, the spin Hall conductivity is generally not quantized.
This is due to the Rashba SOI ruled by the parameter
λR. It violates the conservation of the z component Sz
of the spin. Using Sˆz in TB representation, it holds
[Sˆz , Hˆ(κ)] = i~aλR

0 −κx + iκy 0
−κx − iκy 0 0 0
0 0 0 κx − iκy
0 0 κx + iκy 0
 .
(7)
Conservation violation is proportional to the deviation κ.
Only directly at a K or K ′ point the spin is conserved.
However, the parameter λR is relatively small in silicene,
germanene and stanene56. The term (aλR)
2/(~vF )2 is of
the order of 2 × 10−4 or even much smaller in silicene.
Thus, the influence of the Rashba SOI on the spin Hall
conductivity is negligible. This is the reason for the seem-
ingly quantization observed in Figs. 1(a) and (c). This
conclusion is in line with predictions in literature56,58.
The negligible influence of λR also explains that defor-
mations of the Dirac cones, here described by vFx 6= vFy ,
do not play a role. Indeed, in Fig. 4 in-plane uniaxial
strain up to ±2% is found not to influence the quanti-
zation of σzxy in germanene with µ in a midgap position.
In the isotropic limit and vanishing λR the prefactor in
(5) also becomes the conductance quantum e2/h. Ex-
pression (5) does not explain the field dependence in Fig.
3(a) for germanene and µ = 0, because of the neglect of
the interplay of SOI and external field.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Using ab initio electronic-structure calculations for en-
ergy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions including spin-orbit
interaction, we have investigated the third-rank tensor of
the static spin Hall conductivity for 2D crystals with var-
ious geometries. Central point of our studies was the con-
ductivity quantization e2/h and the effect of spin-orbit
interaction. The influence of the latter one is also stud-
ied applying a model Hamiltonian. The findings confirm
the conclusion that a quantum spin Hall phase is not
generally characterized by a quantized spin Hall conduc-
7tivity. Rather, the quantization significantly depends on
the atomic geometry of the topological insulators but also
its SOI.
For hexagonal honeycomb crystals with inversion sym-
metry, systems with high symmetry and very small
Rashba SOI contribution, the quantization has been al-
most numerically demonstrated. The quantization e2/h
is completely violated for rectangular crystals and nor-
mal spin components. Even, for square crystals the re-
sults deviate significantly from e2/h. In addition, we
have shown that external perturbations, such as verti-
cal electric fields and compressive biaxial strains, induce
topological phase transitions in honeycomb sheet crystals
with abrupt changes of the topological invariant between
Z2 = 1 or 0 but smooth or abrupt changes of the spin
Hall conductivity between e2/h and 0 in dependence on
inversion symmetry or not.
As a rule of thumb we found that a quantized spin
Hall conductance only appears for inversion-symmetric
2D TIs with almost in-plane isotropy. There, the effect of
the Rashba SOI remains weak, even for not too small cou-
pling constants. Lifting either the hexagonal or the inver-
sion symmetry destroys the near quantization. In-plane
mirror symmetry is a necessary (see hexagonal crystals)
but not sufficient (see rectangular TIs) condition for near
quantization. Even in the high-symmetry TIs a weak or
better almost vanishing Rashba contribution to SOI is
needed to measure a static spin Hall conductance close
to the conductance quantum.
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Appendix: Model Studies
We investigate the low-buckled, graphene-like group-
IV 2D crystals silicene, germanene, and stanene as model
systems. In their case the static spin Hall conductivity
σzxy should be mainly influenced but the two lowest un-
occupied and the two highest occupied bands near the K
and K ′ points of the BZ, because of the vanishing inter-
band energies ~ω → 0, which contribute to the conduc-
tivity values. This fact is illustrated in Figs. S3(a), S4(a),
and S7, which also show a two-fold band degeneracy with-
out external pertubation. The interesting parts of the
band structure around K and K ′ points can be modeled
in the framework of a tight-binding (TB) approach56. If
instead of a Bloch basis a basis of non-overlapping local-
ized orbitals |α〉 is used, the static spin Hall conductivity
(A.1) can be rewritten in a general form33
σzxy = lim
ω→0
e2
iω
1
A
∑
k
∫ ∞
−∞
dε
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dε′
2pi
f(ε)− f(ε′)
ε− ε′ + ~ω + iη Tr
{
[Vˆ zx Aˆ(k, ε
′)][VˆyAˆ(k, ε)]
}
(A.1)
with the matrices of the spin current velocity Vˆ zx and
charge current velocity Vˆy in the localized basis. The
matrix of the spectral function Aˆ(k, ε) at a certain point
in the BZ is derived from the single-particle Green func-
tion Gˆ(k, ~z) as
Gˆ(k, ~z) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dε
2pi
Aˆ(k, ε)
~z − ε . (A.2)
Using the complex energies ~z = ~ω ± iη (η → +0) the
spectral function can be directly expressed by a difference
of Green functions.
Important contributions to the spin Hall conductivity
only arise from k-point regions around K and K ′ points.
Therefore, we study in the average one K and one K ′
point region and replace the wavevector k by the por-
tion of K or K ′ and some deviations κ. In the sublattice
space, the matrix form of the corresponding 4×4 Hamil-
tonian Hˆ(κ) for a K point takes the form56,57
Hˆ(κ) =
(
hˆ(κ) ~(vFxκx + ivFyκy)σˆ0
~(vFxκx − ivFyκy)σˆ0 −hˆ(κ)
)
(A.3)
with the 2× 2 diagonal parts
hˆ(κ) = −λSOσˆz − aλR(κyσˆx − κxσˆy) + Uσˆ0, (A.4)
where σˆα are the unit (α = 0) and Pauli (α = x, y, z)
matrices in the spin space are introduced. The 4 × 4
character of the Hamiltonian (A.3) is due to the ba-
sis {|φA〉, |φB〉} ⊗ {| ↑〉, | ↓〉} of a p-orbital at an atom
of sublattice A or B and the spin orbitals. First- and
second-nearest-neighbor interaction have been taken into
account. The Fermi velocities vFx and vFy character-
izing the Dirac cones near the Dirac points K and K ′
are dominated by the nearest-neighbor hopping integrals.
Despite the buckling of the group-IV basal plane the
nearest-neighbor spin-orbit interaction vanishes, in con-
trast to the next-nearest neighbor one. The latter is di-
vided into two parts, according to the two components of
the internal electric field parallel with or perpendicular
to the plane. The different spin components are coupled
by the constants λSO or λR in (A.4). The contribution
−aλR(κyσˆx − κxσˆy) with the lattice parameter a clearly
characterizes the Rashba contribution to SOI59, while the
8second intrinsic contribution −λSOσˆz is responsible for
the opening of a small gap at K and K ′ and the finite
mass of Dirac particles18.
We have to mention that around a Dirac point K ′ the
Hamiltonian (A.3) becomes within the same localized ba-
sis
Hˆ(κ) =
(
−hˆ(κ) ~(vFxκx − ivFyκy)σˆ0
~(vFxκx + ivFyκy)σˆ0 hˆ(κ)
)
. (A.5)
However, it yields the same contribution to the spin Hall
conductivity as K. In comparison to the common TB
Hamiltonian for silicene and similar materials56, two gen-
eralizations are taken into account in (A.5). We allow for
the application of an external vertical electric field char-
acterized by a gate voltage U (in energy units). A weak
in-plane anisotropy is modeled by a deformation of the
Dirac cones as illustrated by different Fermi velocities vFx
and vFy . Their difference may be induced by uniaxial in-
plane or an anisotropic biaxial strain.
A Hamiltonian of the type (A.3) or (A.5) can be easily
diagonalized. As a result one finds the four bands around
a Dirac point (κ2 = κ2x + κ
2
y)
ε±(κ) = ±
[
λ2SO + U
2 + ~2(v2Fxκ
2
x + v
2
Fy
κ2y) + (A.6)
a2λ2Rκ
2 ± 2|U |
√
λ2SO + a
2λ2Rκ
2
]1/2
.
While the two conduction (valence) bands are degenerate
for U = 0 (see Figs. S3(a) and S4(a)), they split for
a finite gate voltage as indicated in the insets of Figs.
S7(b) and (c). There is a fundamental gap in the band
structure at K or K ′ of 2(λSO − |U |). For small electric
fields λSO > |U | the systems are topological insulators9.
Above the critical field strengths, |U |t > λSO silicene,
germanene and stanene become trivial insulators46,58.
The TB Hamiltonian (A.3) allows for the direct calcu-
lation of the velocity matrices in expression (A.1) as
Vˆx =
1
~
∂
∂κx
Hˆ(κ) =
1
~

0 −iaλR ~vFx 0
iaλR 0 0 ~vFx
~vFx 0 0 iaλR
0 ~vFx −iaλR 0
 ,
Vˆy =
1
~
∂
∂κy
Hˆ(κ) =
1
~

0 −aλR i~vFy 0
−aλR 0 0 i~vFy
−i~vFy 0 0 aλR
0 −i~vFy aλR 0
 , (A.7)
Vˆ zx =
1
2~
[
Vˆx, Sˆz
]
+
=
1
~

0 0 ~vFx 0
0 0 0 −~vFx
~vFx 0 0 0
0 −~vFx 0 0
 .
The Green function matrix (A.2) also follows from the
Hamiltonian (A.3) by inversion of the 4 × 4 matrix
[Hˆ(κ)− ~z]. It directly determines the spectral function
Aˆ(κ, ε).
All these matrices are used to calculate the trace in
(A.1). The Dirac δ-functions at the band energies (A.6)
are applied to perform the energy integration in (A.1).
The BZ summation is divided into the contributions of
K and K ′ with explicit integrations. Neglecting the ad-
ditional influence of λR due to the presence of a gate
voltage U the static spin Hall conductivity is written in
the compact form in the low-temperature limit
σzxy =
e2
h
vFxvFy√
v2Fx + a
2λ2R/~2
√
v2Fy + a
2λ2R/~2
1
2
∑
ν=1,2
{
Θ(λSO + (−1)ν |U | − |µ|) + λSO + (−1)
ν |U |
|µ| Θ(|µ| − λSO − (−1)
ν |U |)
}
(A.8)
with the chemical potential µ of the electron measured with respect to the Dirac point energy ε = 0.
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I. ATOMIC GEOMETRIES
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FIG. S1. Atomic geometries in the unit cell (dashed line) of germanene, iodine-decorated germanene (GeI), stanene and
fluorine-decorated stanene (fluorostanene). Besides a primitive hexagonal cell also a non-primitive rectangular one is displayed
for GeI and stanene.
TABLE S1. Atomic geometric parameters, as indicated in Figs. S1 and S2, for all systems under study.
germanene GeI GeI (rectangular) stanene fluorostanene stanene (rectangular) 1S-MoS2 1S-WS2 1T’-MoS2 1T’-WS2
a 4.06 4.31 7.47 4.68 4.94 8.10 6.34 6.36 5.72 5.71
b - - 4.31 - - 4.68 - - 3.17 3.19
δ 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.85 0.72 0.85 0 0 0.15 0.14
d - 2.91 2.91 - 2.82 - 1.56 1.55 1.73 1.74
3  
Top view
Side view
 Mo/W  S
1T’-MoS2/WS2
b
a
d
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δ
FIG. S2. Atomic geometries in square and rectangular unit cells (dashed line) of 1S-MoS2/WS2 and 1T’-MoS2/WS2.
II. BAND STRUCTURES
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FIG. S3. Band structures for (a) germanene, (b) iodine-decorated germanene (hexagonal cell) and (c) iodine-decorated
germanene (rectangular cell). Red, green, blue and magenta circles depict relative contributions from s, px + py , pz and d
orbitals, respectively, to the band character. The insets display the gap regions.
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FIG. S4. Band structures for (a) stanene, (b) fluorostanene (hexagonal cell) and (c) stanene (rectangular cell). Red, green,
blue and magenta circles depict relative contributions from s, px + py , pz and d orbitals, respectively, to the band character.
The insets display the gap regions.
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FIG. S5. Band structures for (a) 1S-MoS2, (b) 1S-WS2, (c) 1T’-MoS2 and (d) 1T’-WS2. Red, green, blue and magenta circles
depict relative contributions from s, px + py , pz and d orbitals, respectively, to the band character.
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FIG. S6. Small energy window, around the Γ point, of the band structures for (a) 1S-MoS2, (b) 1S-WS2, (c) 1T’-MoS2 and
(d) 1T’-WS2. Red, green, blue and magenta circles depict relative contributions from s, px+py , pz and d orbitals, respectively,
to the band character.
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FIG. S7. Band structures for (a) germanene, (b) germanene under influence of external electric field E = 2×106 V/cm and (c)
under E = 5× 106 V/c. Red, green, blue and magenta circles depict relative contributions from s, px + py , pz and d orbitals,
respectively, to the band character. The insets display the gap regions.
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FIG. S8. Band structures for (a) fluorostanene, (b) fluorostanene under compressive biaxial strain of 5 % (c) 9 % and (d) 13
%. The plus and minus signs indicate the parity of the highest two occupied bands at Γ and M points. The product of the
parities of the other bands is always +1 at Γ and −1 at M , and do not change with compression. Red, green, blue and magenta
circles depict relative contributions from s, px + py , pz and d orbitals, respectively, to the band character. The insets display
the gap regions.
6III. TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
TABLE S2. Band parities for all hexagonal systems under study at time-reversal invariant momenta (kTRIM ), and the
corresponding Z2 invariants, ν. For hexagonal systems is show only band parities for TRIM points (0.0,0.0) and (0.5,0.5),
since the other two are equivalents to (0.5,0.5). For the square lattices 1S-MoS2 and 1S-WS2, the TRIM points (0.5,0.0) and
(0.0,0.5) are characterized by an additional degeneracy, in contrast to the other TRIM points with only twofold-degenerate
bands (Kramers degeneracy) due to the simultaneous presence of time-reversal and inversion symmetry. The product of their
parities, (δ2i ), are always +1 and do not change the band topology. For the rectangular lattices 1T’-MoS2 and 1T’-WS2 the
TRIM points (0.0,0.5) and (0.5,0.5) are also characterized by an additional degeneracy due inversion symmetry and do not
contribute to the band topology.
germanene
kTRIM parity ξ2m of occupied bands δi =
∏
m
ξ2m
(0.0,0.0) +−++ −
(0.5,0.5) − +−+ +
Z2 invariant ν: (−1)ν =
∏
i
δi ν = 1
GeI
kTRIM parity ξ2m of occupied bands δi =
∏
m
ξ2m
(0.0,0.0) + −+− + + + −−− + −
(0.5,0.5) − +−+ + −− +− +− +
Z2 invariant ν: (−1)ν =
∏
i
δi ν = 1
stanene
kTRIM parity ξ2m of occupied bands δi =
∏
m
ξ2m
(0.0,0.0) +−++ −
(0.5,0.5) − +−+ +
Z2 invariant ν: (−1)ν =
∏
i
δi ν = 1
fluorostanene
kTRIM parity ξ2m of occupied bands δi =
∏
m
ξ2m
(0.0,0.0) + −+− + + + −−− + −
(0.5,0.5) − +−+ + −− +− +− +
Z2 invariant ν: (−1)ν =
∏
i
δi ν = 1
1S-MoS2
kTRIM parity ξ2m of occupied bands δi =
∏
m
ξ2m
(0.0,0.0) + −− +−− + + + −+−−−−−−+ + + + + −+ + + −−− +− + + + +− −
(0.5,0.5) −− + + + + −− + + + + −−−− + + + + −−−−−−−−+ + + + −− ++ +
Z2 invariant ν: (−1)ν =
∏
i
δi ν = 1
1S-WS2
kTRIM parity ξ2m of occupied bands δi =
∏
m
ξ2m
(0.0,0.0) +−− +−− + + + + −−−−−−−+ + + + + −+−+ + −−− + + + + +− −
(0.5,0.5) −− + + + + −− + + −− + + −− + + + + −−−−−−−−+ + + + −− ++ +
Z2 invariant ν: (−1)ν =
∏
i
δi ν = 1
1T’-MoS2
kTRIM parity ξ2m of occupied bands δi =
∏
m
ξ2m
(0.0,0.0) +−− +−+ + −− + + + −− + + −+ +
(0.5,0.0) +−− + −+−− +−+ + −−− + ++ −
Z2 invariant ν: (−1)ν =
∏
i
δi ν = 1
1T’-WS2
kTRIM parity ξ2m of occupied bands δi =
∏
m
ξ2m
(0.0,0.0) +−− +−+ + −− + + + −− + + −+ +
(0.5,0.0) +−− + + −−− +−+ + −− + −++ −
Z2 invariant ν: (−1)ν =
∏
i
δi ν = 1
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FIG. S9. Evolution of Wannier charge centers for (a) 1S-MoS2, (b) 1S-WS2, (c) 1T’-MoS2 and (d) 1T’-WS2 along a high-
symmetry line between two TRIM points.
8IV. STATIC SPIN HALL CONDUCTIVITY
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FIG. S10. Comparison of the real part of the static spin Hall conductivity σzxy of stanene (a, c) and GeI (b, d) computed
using primitive hexagonal unit cells (a, b) and non-primitive rectangular unit cells (c, d).
V. FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT SPIN HALL CONDUCTIVITY
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(a) germanene
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(b) GeI
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(c) stanene
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FIG. S11. Spin Hall conductivity σzxy(ω) (real part: solid lines, imaginary part: dashed lines) as a function of photon energy
for (a) germanene, (b) GeI, (c) stanene and (d) fluorostanene. The sample temperature is set to 0 K. The broadening parameter
is fixed at η = 0.005 eV.
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(a) 1S-MoS2
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(b) 1S-WS2
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(c) 1T’-MoS2
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FIG. S12. Spin Hall conductivity σzxy(ω) (real part: solid lines, imaginary part: dashed lines) as a function of photon energy
for (a) 1S-MoS2, (b) 1S-WS2, (c) 1T’-MoS2 and (d) 1T’-WS2. The sample temperature is set to 0 K. The broadening parameter
is fixed at η = 0.005 eV.
